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Alpha Denzel sighed. He wanted to bathe that man in his own blood, but so far, his methods had 

been commendably fast.

"I've been trying, but it's hard because of somany responsibilities."𝘸𝓌𝑤.𝔫𝓸⒱⒠𝚕𝚜h𝚘m𝗲.⒞ℴ𝘮
"Valerie can help," Fernanda suggested, nowthat it was clear that Denzel did not hate his rejected 

mate. He only did so for her protection, but what made it easy was what she did to him years ago.

If not, he must have thought of a different way to curb the situation."Then I will be exposing her. She 

will be a target if I show how much I trust or love her."

His confession confused Luna Fernanda. How could he feel love towards the mate he rejected? The 

bond was broken, no?

"How can you still love her when the bond isbroken?" She asked. Denzel had a thin smile on his 

face. Only with this woman could he freely speak about everything, holding nothing back.

"That's because I rejected her out of care forher. The bond is broken, but my human heart is 

obsessed with her. You have no idea the length I will go to protect her. My methods might be 

extreme, but I will make it up to her as soon as I get that motherfucker."

Fernanda smiled at his resolve but sensed a big problem in Denzel's love life, asking, "I hope it's the 

same for her?"

"No," Denzel responded with a bitterexpression. Frustration settled where enthusiasm once 

dwelled.𝗪𝚠⒲.𝓃ó𝓿𝔼𝘭𝘴𝓗𝑜𝚖𝓮.𝓬oⓜ

"Are you hiding something from me?"Fernanda probed. Denzel knew that his response was going to 

hurt her but also couldn't help feeling that this woman would help him with a remedy.

"Her wolf died, Aunty. My rejection killedher wolf."

At this moment, Alpha Denzel looked pathetic but couldn't bring himself to care about it. His rejected 

mate lost something precious. Something close to her life because of his miscalculation. How could 

he forgive himself?𝑤𝕨⒲.𝓝ⓞ𝓿ε𝗟𝗦𝒽𝓸𝕞𝗲.𝓒𝗢𝘮
Fernanda was shocked, but it wasn't in her nature to wallow in a problem. She was solution-driven, 

and that was exactly what she was thinking at the moment.

"Wait here. I will be back."

Luna Fernanda drove to the packhouse, leaving Alpha Denzel alone. He used the opportunity to call 

Alessia on the phone.

"How is everything?"

"Good. It's calm and peaceful," Alessiaresponded. Denzel smiled, knowing that Valerie was equally 

fine.

"Alright. Goodbye."

"Aren't you going to ask about her?" Alessiainquired. Denzel sighed.

"You are still asking after all I told you?" Hewas happy the information didn't break their friendship 

but pretended to be upset. Who knew who might be tracking Alessia's phone?

"I'm still wondering why you make her stay,and I can't stop thinking about why you

saved her life. If she abhors you so much, then you should have let her die."

Denzel, who was already hurting because of Valerie's dead wolf, could not utter any more hurtful 

words.𝑤𝚠Ŵ.ℕó𝓋e𝚕𝗦𝗵𝑜𝗠𝕖.𝘤𝗼𝓜
"Thanks for letting me know about thecondition of the pack." He quickly ended the call as his eyes 

settled on emails sent by his HR in Las Vegas.

He saw a name that caused his eyes to widen."Aurora James," he mumbled and dialed the HR 

Manager's number.

"Do a background check on Aurora James,"he said as soon as the woman answered the call.

"Yes, sir. I will send the report as soon as it'sready." After hanging up, he called Godic.

"Check with HR. A woman by the name ofAurora James applied for a managerial position. I want to 

know if it's Lisa's sister."

"I'm on it," Godic responded from the end ofthe line. Denzel had not realized that Fernanda had 

returned until he lifted his head after responding to a few emails on his phone. Fernanda dropped a 

large book on the dining table after clearing it.

"This is the book about the history of thedescent of all werewolves."

Alpha Denzel's heart sparked with hope as he directly asked, "Is there anything about a second 

rejection?"

He remembered that Valerie had hinted at his rejection being the one that killed her wolf. Fernanda 

was hopeful. This was the reason why she had to search through the

archives to retrieve this book.

It was large and even had some dust on it after she had cleaned it so much. It had been kept away 

for ages."It should be."

Luna Fernanda was searching through the pages as Alpha Denzel's eyes scanned them. She 

suddenly stopped and pasted her hand on one of the pages. "It's here. A Luna wolf."

Alpha Denzel watched with keen interest as she began to read aloud."Luna wolves are strong with 

traces of special powers."

Alpha Denzel interrupted, "Special powers?I never heard about that before." If he had the slightest 

idea that Valerie had special powers, he would never have rejected her since she would have been 

more than capable of protecting herself.

Fernanda continued to read nonetheless. "Luna wolves are also very sensitive. Theyare released 

once in a century in times of chaos and confusion. When a Luna wolf is accepted and shown love, 

her powers are fed, and she gains strength."

Denzel could feel the color draining from his face. The understanding was heavy on his heart."What 

about rejection?" He asked seriously, and Fernanda continued to read.

"If a Luna wolf is rejected, she loses half ofher strength and all her powers. In a case where she is 

rejected a second time, depending on the timing, it could even kill her."

Beads of sweat formed on Denzel's forehead as he was swung with anxiety, but Luna Fernanda, 

eager to find the solution, paid him no attention and continued to read aloud.

"A Luna wolf would take months to healfrom a rejection. If a second rejection happens when she 

hasn't healed, that would drain life out of her."

Alpha Denzel felt a wetness on his face. If his rejection had been done at a later time, her wolf 

would have survived."Is there a solution?" He asked eagerly. Luna Fernanda could only continue 

reading...
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